
                                                                 2021 Meeting Minutes  

 

Kyle Fritz calls the meeting to order 11:35am 3/7/2021.  He welcomes everyone and thanks 

them for showing up.  He states that 2020 with Covid we were lucky to get the season in. He also asks us 

to remember the LOMSL brothers we lost. He also thanks everyone for what they contributed to Jeff 

and Will.  

 Brian thanked everyone for last season and what we went through in 2020 with covid. He 

congratulated Team Kennedy on winning the 2020 championship and Cody for winning the batting title 

and HR title.  Billy Kammerer for MVP.   Tim Kennan: Baron Johanson.  

Brian handed out award certificates.  
 
Bobby Lawton got 1700 hits. 
Jay Traylor 1600 hits. 
Brian McCall got 1100 hits 
Dusty Miller got 1000 hits  
Derek Stark got 900 hits  
Kyle Fritz got 900 hits  
Reed Nelson got 900 hits  
Garrett Poulin got 800 hits 
Paul Sokol got 700 hits  
Darrin Sliwa got 700 hits 
Mike Harriman got 700 hits  
Nick Walls got 600 hits  
Nick Voigt got 500 hits  
Nate Johanson got 500 hits  
Cody Panda Whiteside got 100 Home runs 
 

Brandon stated that we will start the season with $3955 and projected to have $925 at the end.  

He thanked Cody for Brent Willard for raising $380 and $100 for the league. He also thanked Bill Welby 

for fund raising for Jeff Gordon. He also projected that player fees will increase for 2022.  

Andrew said that the hats in pretty good shape and that if some of the players had someone for the hat 

that they needed to contact him.  

 UIC Gabe stated that his ump were going to be strict this year and he 27 people contact him to 

ump. He also told the players to have a good year.  

 Kyle thanked the umpires for a good year last year with just a few ejections.   

He also brought up a Fund Raiser at Chicago Brothers Pizza on March 16th 15% of the sales goes to the 

LOMSL.  

Bill Welby also said he was going to have a silent auction one nice Thursday night to raise funds.  

Kyle said that Will was very thankful for everyone generosity and really appreciated it. Very humbling.  
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Brian and Kyle talked about the 2021 schedule.   

Pig Roast date July 24th and the All Star game is the 18th. 

Coaches responsibly to find a sponsor and supply shirts to the players that the sponsor pay for and not 

the player.  

Proposal 1 

LOMSL Board, 

The four coaches that do not make the playoff can only be alternates the next year if they want to 

coach. Passes 26 for and 7 against.  

Proposal 2  

Derek Stark 

Article 7, Section 12 D 

 Illegal pitch- The umpire must call an illegal pitch (ie. to high, to low or two fast) 

 before it gets to the batter. The batter still is able to hit the pitch if they choose to. (2019)   

Change:  Remove this so that the umps are not required to call an illegal pitch before the ball gets to the 

batter.  Passes 24 for and 8 against. 

Proposal 3 

Brandon Lietke 

Article 3, Section 1C 

Fee Modification - The executive board, however, may for reasonable instances, Return all or part of 

the fees if notified 48 hours prior to the general meeting [on draft day] that a player cannot play. 

Change: to the Sunday before the draft. To give the LOMSL Board time to replace the player either from 

the hat or former player.  Passes 28 for 0 against.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


